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The title of this meeting, "ceramics as archaeological 

material", is a welcome reminder in a meeting dedicated to a 

branch of archaeometry. It is a common observation that the 

archaeometry international symposia, just as some more 

limited meetings of the same kind, are more and more successful in 

the sense that they attract more and more specialists of the natu

ral sciences, and in a certain way a failure because a very small 

proportion of field archaeologists and practically no historians 

feel enough concern to attend them. This is quite paradoxical, 

and X would like to try some sort of study of this phenomenon, 

and its relation with the current development of methods of natu

ral sciences for archaeology, in particular for analytical 

provenance studies in ceramics. I will try to analyze advantages 

and disadvantages of this situation, not particularly for the 

archaeologists, but for a rational handling of provenance studies 

and a complete exploitation of their possibilities. 

Then I will present, more in a methodological way than to 

expose detailed results, our work on Gallo-Roraan amphorae as a 

contribution to solving the historical problem of food supply in 

the western Roman Empire, 

The scarcity of archaeologists in archaeometry symposia 

(< 10 % of the participants in the last published symposium in 

Bonn ) , measures certainly the cultural fence standing between 

scholars of a classical education and scientists nursed on 

mathematics » physics or chemistry. Some old-fashion archaeologists 

feel their cavT-iève was going well without all of those new me

thods and just want to go on* For example Schachermeyr who gives 

important contributions in his field did not hesitate recently, 

to write against the introduction of natural sciences in archaeolo

gy and even against the use of C for absolute chronology 

We could just smile at these positions if they were only 

those of a few closed minds. But such lack of understanding, is 

still shared by numerous archaeologists. However an increasing 



number of their colleagues are ready for an effort of adaptation, 
and I vonder if ve offer then an encouraging environnent. 

Discussing this problem with various leaders of archaeome
try laboratories, I met people perfectly aware of this lack of 
contact, but their reactions went from resignation - to a 
phenomenon going to disappear slowly - to frank gladness - thank 
God archaeologists are not coming 1 -

I did not feel philosophically satisfied with those responses, 
simply because in a given problem, I feel the method may adjust 
to the aim, but the contrary is difficult to imagine. So, 
research »n methods cut off from their field of applications can 
lead to all sorts of nonsense. And it is interesting to revisit 
the programmes of the last international Symposia for Archaeometry 
from this point of view. I may not be able to understand all 
the hidden wonders in some of the papers presented, but I could 
not help asking myself a few questions, without any personal acri
mony to anyone: there are methods applied for instance to ceramics 
that just do not bring the answer searched for ; what is the meaning 
of a "characterization" of ceramics through Mossbauer effect ? No 
serious provenance study can be done through this method. It 
certainly can help recognizing black ware from red ware, but do 
we need Mossbauer for that 7 It is not the only case of methods 
just not fitting the pursued aim. There is still qualitative or 
semi-quantitative analysis for characterization of ceramics ; but 
for analytical provenance s tudies, the most careful calibration and 
hunt fpr- causes of error cannot be avoided to detect significant but 
small differences in clay compositions. 

Another illusion that archaeologists may be able to take 
to pieces even better than we do is the abusive conclusions taken 
from an irrelevant or insufficient sampling. Dusty drawers of 
museums are easier to reach than remote archaeological fields, but 
in recent publications available, we do not avoid completely 
large economical schemes based on isolated artifacts from old 
crumb-trays. Poverty of measurements is sometimes hidden behind 
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sophisticated data processing displays. I will not give precise 
examples, not because of any fear of murder, but in order to stay 
in the philosophical level. 

This leads to the idea that people doing analysis cannot 
say they do not understand the choice of the samples they run. 
Sooner or later they will face a wrong choice,or difficulties in 
the interpretation of results even obtained in the most careful 
way. To finish with criticism of the archaeometry symposia that 
is not our main purpose, mention can be made of the bad habit of 
papers on technical details given in large sessions, when only a 
few persons will follow. Is it. simply the difficulties of orga
nizing large congresses with the respectable will of letting people 
freely express their ideas and results, or something more peculiar 
to the situation of a discipline when the development of methods 
is taken too often independently of the scientific needs ? 

Rather than begin a sad enumeration of the ways ceramics 
studies should not be done, I would like to present the last five 
years development of the Orsay-Saclay laboratory especially for 

ceramics studies• 

Our main programme in ceramics is the problem of Gallo-
Roman amphorae, that started four years ago with the first evi-

(3) dence for a type of amphorae peculiar to Roman Gaul (Pig. I). 
To imagine the state of the question a few years ago, H.Callender 
in 1965 could write with good reason : "within the writer's 
experience, it is impossible to assign with certainty any particu
lar type of vessel to Gaul, although there is some evidence that 
one or two forms were Gaulish in origin . No workshop was 
known yet. Later on, E.Ettlinger finding in Vindonissa some am
phorae without clear provenance : "as I have not found any paral
lels in literature till now, I guess an origin in Southern 

In fact several workshops were discovered, before we star
ted, in Southern-Gaul^ *, and C.Panella working on Ostia's imports, 
suspected, without real evidence, that an important proportion of 
amphorae was coming from Gaul . 



This problem was not only to analyze objects and give then 

the right origin. We had no idea of the shapes of amphorae, 

practically no sites of production and ageneral neglect of most 

archaeologists for those big ugly things. Practically all the 

complete amphorae were coming from the sea, and were no help for 

building up reference groups. The most frequent practice of field 

archaeologists was to keep stamps, lips, handles and bottoms and 

throw away the rest. The few workshops discovered were fast and 

haphazardly excavated, and no care was given to the protection of 

the sites. 

Those details are just to show how came the feeling we could 

not solve this provenance question, without handling the whole 

problem : definition of the shape of the amphorae, survey for 

discovering the workshops and building up chemical reference groups 

We came naturally to the necessity of magnetic prospections done 

first by an associated team of Montpellier (Fig. 2) then by 

ourselves when we could get our own proton magnetometer, particu

larly adapted to kiln detection. We also used spatial density 

studies for detection of potter1s dumps (Fig. 3). 

Excavation of workshops was undertaken in four of them, choosen to 

present a large variety of productions and situations : Sallèles 

d'Aude (Aude) (Fig. 4 ) , Corneilhan (Hérault), Tresques (Gard) and 

Frëjus (Var). 

Our first analytical and typological results on 

workshop (near Beziera in Southern France) were showing a 

complicating aspect of the question. This first century AD 

workshop was producing amphorae, with shapes generally attributed 

to Spain or Italy . It can be likely interpreted as a tendency 

among the early Roman colonists for imitating shapes carrying 

successful wines. 

A further step in this study showed a later general 

tendancy in Gaul for standardization in shape and size of amphorae, 

most workshops only producing the type Gauloise 4* * (Fig. 5) 

after the II century. 



After a three year survey we have found about forty 
workshops in France where amphorae were produced during the Roman 
era, without counting those we saw that produced something else 1 
(Fig. 6). Material from about the half of them has been analyzed 
by neutron activation analysis, and we started provenance searches 

for exported amphorae during completion of the reference collec-
tionv . We distinguished seven principal shapes of flat-bottom 
amphorae particular to Gaul, out of which the Gauloise 4 and 
Gauloise 1 remain the most frequent. Also four shapes common with 
other Provinces were observed.(Fig. 7,8,9). 

We feel this work could not have been possible in this 
relatively brief period of time, without a close association 
between classical archaeologists, physics and computer people, 
sharing all the different parts of the work- Coming to our labo
ratory, people are sometiices surprised to see a classical archaeo
logist doing very well in practicing activation analysis, and in 
other times finding physicists working in the fields. It is good 
for both, and gives a very useful mutual understanding. 

The contribution of people of an apparently very disadapted 
training, revealed itself to be often original and worthy : such 
as the contribution of archaeologists to the organization of the 
samplings and measurements, the contributions of natural sciences 
people to prospections, excavations and computer recording of the 
ceramics. Our main problem is, working on sites with numerous 
potters dumps, to build up sampling methods in the field and really 
understand what represents the limited number of objects we work 
on. The use of such methods is an essential condition for conside
ring any quantitative studies in economy through provenance re-
sult s< 1 3>. 

We cannot escape either,to facing the problem of conserva
tion of workshop sites. Wins producers sometimes like to drink an 
amphora of foreign wine and we frequently meet on workshops, 

(14) ceramics of a different origin 

So, gathering sherds in surface on a workshop is often 
misleading for the making of reference groups. However we are 



forced to do it in many occurrences because we cannot dig every
where. But we know that reference groups made in this way can 
only be taken as tentative, both for uncertainty of real local 
provenance, and lack of information on the representativity of 
the sampling. People dealing with provenance studies of ceramics 
cannot be indifferent to the future of the workshop sites. They 
are the only places containing information for a rational defi
nition of the shapes as well as the compos ition ranges associated 
with a provenance. Progress in intensity measurement of magnetic 
thermoremanent field is soon going to give also to workshops a 
very important place in dating ' - progress in TL too. 

All these reasons led us to be perhaps the first nuclear 
physics laboratory to get money from administration to buy a 
20000 m vineyard and find legal tricks for the protection of 
some others against building constructions. 

The point I tried to make is that if archaeology needs the 
introduction of physical and other methods, a correct application 
of those methods to an historical problem requires just as much 
a close cooperation of archaeologist with a classical training. 
That's why we have organized an interdisciplinary team in Orsay. 
But our archaeologists do not work the same way as their colleagues, 
indifferent or only occasionnaly dealing with natural sciences. 
The choice of excavation sites for instance, the strategy of 
excavations, and the definition of series of artifacts are not at 
all classical. The attitude concerning conservation of sites is 
also conditioned by thé needs of this integrated work. 

Instead of developing archaeometry as a separate discipline, 
we have the feeling of interfering in archaeology that gives way 
to all sorts of accusations of usurpation of competence. It would 
be true for a single man trying to go out of his speciality, but 
not for an interdisciplinary team. I believe this organization is 
very stimulating and we11-adapted to our frontier. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1 - Amphora oi type. Gauloiie I inom St-Ju&t drain in Lyon. Muiée de. la civitiiation 
gaUo-iwmine. [Lyon). Photo GANÛS 10 64S. 

t - Magnetic prolpection in SaUlïxei d'Aude uiorkihop [Aude) by Vaignlrei e t al. 
The location oi kilm ii ihoun to be exactly inhere maxùr.a. oi iield anomaly 
occur. 

S - a) Spatial diithiJbution oi tile and brick iherdi in the Sallilei d'Aude 
uiorkihop. Tfee curvei . mark equal demity ion. thit type oi object 
Ma&ûxun demity fiai been ihouin to be alsaayi on the top oi potter't dumpi. 
Ploughing, even rather deep at, it ii uied ion. vine cleaning inom time to 
tone [SO em) doei not datnoy completely the original location oi the iherdi. 

6] Spatial distribution o( amphonae iherdi in the tame uiorkihop. Compariion 
utith thepreuioui nap bringi evidence ion. o. ipecialization oi kilm. The potition 
oi the center oi the magnetic anomalie* ii indicated with a état. Seiore 
any excavation it ii poaihle to ioreiee the number oi kilni, the. ipatial 
extension oi the uxsrhiltop and the type, oi production oi each kiln. Excavation 
remaini necetiany ion. quantitative itudiei,and oi cousue iot the chronological 
itudy oi iucceiti:*- leveli. 

4 - General view oi excavationi in the monkihop oi Sallilei d'Aude (Summer 19S0) 
tauandt South. Kilni oi diHerent ihapei and iiza, ai uietZ ai aalli inom other 
baildingi o{ the workihop . . one diitinct. The little iquare kiln uxii iound 
aiith iti lait loading itilt on the iole. Tkene ii itnatignaphic evidence 
ihoming it. mai given up and iilled up béions, the amphonae production itanted 
in the. uiorkihop around the middle oi the iiut century A.V. 

5 - Type G.4 amphona inom a potter'i dump in SalZèlzi d'Aude uiorkihop. Thil type, 
the itandand Gauliih type aiten. the. II century A.V mai produced in many 
wonkihopt diitnibutzd in all Gaul uiith little, ihape vaniationi. Analyi ei ate 
very neceaary in thit cate ion the recomtruction oi iood production and 
trade. Tha type ii produced at teait until the IV"1 century A.V 



6 - Map o& the wikihopi having produced amphonat in Roman Gaul [March 19Z0] 
Seme other wonkthopi have appealed iince.. 

7 - tophola £ound in lilieibaden [V.Germany) and ihaxn by Neutron Activation Analyiii 
to come inom SaJUitei d'Aude ixorkihop. Size parameten aga.ee with, thii attri
bution. 

t - Ctixiter. analyi.it, o& Neutron Activation AnaZyiii o& Sall&lei and CorneJZhan 
wotkthopi ihomng teverat attributiom oi amphow. exported dating the lit and 
llnd ctMtury to the. northern miZitary incntien. of, the. Empile, and 
[Saitzetfand]. The. progiuame. BACCHUS Hot CVC 6600) mai denived by Joieph 
Lterii (GANGS 1 i5iom the. one u&ed in Hiwokhaven thdiiki to iti iiiendù/ commu
nication by Gorman Harbottte and Dominique T-illi&iei. 

9 - CLuAte.1 analyiii oi the. chemical compoiitiom oi pioductioni o£ thn.ee ux»ikihopi 
in Southern Twiuie : Aipiran, Trenan and frljui. Notice the clear ieparation 
o{ compoiition iuhgroupi oi digèrent ihapei within the AipiAan mnkihop, a 
lather impontant one in -the Hlnautt baiin : Paicuai J are. amphonae oi a ihape 
produced in the Tarraconneniii negion (Spain). TheiA gAoup it diitinct (ram the 
Gauloiie. 4 one. The terra iigillata gnoupknevertheliii local.it even mote 
diHerent o£ thoie than the Treiian Gantoise 4 amphorae produced in another 
aoikihop oi the neighbourhood. 
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